**AJIA Global Call for Papers**

*Asian Journal of International Affairs (AJIA)* welcomes submission of papers from all over the world.

**NOTES FOR CONTRIBUTORS**

The *Asian Journal of International Affairs (AJIA)*, to be published by the Kathmandu School of Law (KSL) - an internationally renowned law college in Nepal, will focus on research and production of knowledge particularly on Asia-focused international affairs and contemporary world affairs in general. It aspires to disseminate knowledge through publications, and connect researchers and academics from around the world. It is a double-blind peer-reviewed theoretical and empirical research-based journal aiming to create the space for intellectual discourse, debate, dialogue, and inductive as well as deductive analysis of world affairs. The KSL biannual publication accepts scholarship on areas of state, sovereignty, smart/sharp/power, national interest, foreign policy, security, economic/diplomacy, migration, diplomatic practices, global/good governance, supra and national actors, non-state actors, regionalism, bilateralism, trilateralism, multi/polylateralism etc. from inter-disciplinary empirical and theoretical perspective.

In addition, it aims to express Nepal’s voice in regional and global arena through intensive research, discourse, publication, and dissemination of new knowledge in international affairs based on oriental philosophical approaches at the core with western philosophical approaches at its periphery and also promoting indigenous research approaches in the field of international affairs. The journal promotes detailed interdisciplinary world view, perspective and discourses that have potential to contribute knowledge to the existing scholarship.

**SUBMISSION GUIDELINES**

**Style Guide**

**Layout**

AJIA follows the KSL Reference Guideline ([KSL Comprehensive Guidelines](#)) developed by KSL. The manuscript of the article should comprise of the title, abstract, keywords, main text, and appendices and the references should be provided in the form of footnotes. The submission should be 1.5 spaced, 12 font sized, Times New Roman, 1-inch margin on top, right and bottom and 1.50-inch margin on the left, and the alignment must be in 'justified' style. It should not exceed 8,000 words including footnotes/references. Tables, figures, and appendices should be submitted in a separate page. Please note that your submission will be promptly acknowledged whereas your article will undergo a process of rigorous double blind peer-review before the final acceptance. The reviewers will not know authors' name and vice-versa. However, any self-identifying information can be added to the final version once the article is accepted for publication.

AJIA will not accept and review articles whose substantial parts are already published. Any articles that are under the consideration for publications elsewhere will not undergo review process in AJIA and articles not meeting the submission guidelines will not be reviewed. Please read the “Illustration” part for more information. AJIA could ask the contributors to provide with the manuscript data, codebook, and computer programs and syntax files, whenever deemed
necessary. And, if the contributors want to include any materials in the manuscript which they do not hold the copyrights, they must get the written permission from the copyright owner prior to the submission and the contributors themselves are responsible for any fees incurred to the permission.

**Illustrations**

Authors will simply be provided three (3) months from the date of the first paper call to submit the paper. Then, an Orientation Program on KSL Reference Style will be organized for all the authors through a virtual meeting within the next 15 days from the date of receiving the papers. If the submitted papers are not in accordance with the KSL Reference Style, the authors will have to re-submit the papers within a week and then the papers will go through the Peer Review process. Authors are expected to send black and white photographs along with their manuscripts. Only high quality digital copy or photograph will be acceptable with the final version of the article if the manuscript is accepted. Authors have to acquire any necessary permission for reproduction of illustrations from specific individual or institution.

If incase, the deadline for the submission of the article has crossed, the articles will still be considered for the next volume or issue publication.

**For Submission**

Materials for AJIA must be submitted electronically as a word-file (.doc/.docx format) attached to:

Subject of the Email must be submitted as (“Articles/Essays/Notes/Commentary/Book Reviews”) depending upon the manuscript

Email: ajia@ksl.email or ajia.journal@gmail.com (any inquiry about guidelines for submission and styles can be directed to above mentioned email as well.)

Deadline for submission: 30 September 2021

Tel: +977 016634455/ +977 016634663

**IN CASE OF WITHDRAWALS**

Withdrawals

In case of withdrawal, please contact the following email [ajia@ksl.email or ajia.journal@gmail.com] including in the text the author’s name and the title of the manuscript and put “Withdraw” as subject of the email.

**Feedback and Criticism:**
Though the editors are proud of work that we do at the Journal, we do not wish to become complacent. Therefore, we heartily welcome all forms of feedbacks, advices and/or suggestions for the Journal. Please, send your invaluable suggestions by writing to us at: [ajia@ksl.email or ajia.journal@gmail.com]